The purpose of this paper is to prove the
FUNDAMENTAL CONJECTURE, Every homogeneous Kiihler manifold is a holomorphic fiber bundle over a homogeneous bounded domain in which the fiber is (with the induced Kiihler metric) the product of a fiat homogeneous Kfthler manifold and a compact simply connected homogeneous Kiihler manifold.
This conjecture has been stated first by Gindikin and Vinberg [25] in 1967. At that time it was known from results of Borel and Matsushima [1] , [14] that the Fundamental Conjecture holds if the manifold admits a transitive reductive group of automorphisms (= biholomorphic isometries).
Gindikin and Vinberg proved the Fundamental Conjecture for the case that the manifold admits a split solvable transitive group of automorphisms [25] .
What was known about the Fundamental Conjecture at that time (in 1967 ) is contained in the very readible survey article [9] .
In the following years only few results concerning general homogeneous K~ihler manifolds were published. There are clearly three basic types of homogeneous K~ihler manifolds occuring in the Fundamental Conjecture. Here the fiat type is trivial and the compact type was known by the work of Wang [27] . Between 1970 and 1980 the structure of bounded homogeneous domains and their infinitesimal automorphisms has been classified by various authors. Knowledge of the "fine structure" of homogeneous bounded domains is used in several places of our proof of the Fundamental Conjecture.
In the last five years or so several papers have been published discussing the Fundamental Conjecture under various additional assumptions. A survey on these results can be found in [7] . We would like to mention two developments in more detail, since their combination eventually led to a proof of the Fundamental Conjecture.
On one hand, a few authors investigated homogeneous K~ihler manifolds without fiat homogeneous K~ihler submanifolds. The main result, proven by Nakajima [17] is: Fundamental Conjecture holds for homogeneous K~ihler manifolds without flat homogeneous K~ihler submanifolds and for homogeneous K/ihler manifolds associated with effective j-algebras. He obtained the above result by using techniques developed in [26] and [ 16] .
The second string of investigations allows flat homogeneous K~ihler submanifolds but uses "solvability conditions". The following results were proven by Dorfmeister [6] , [8] : (a) If a homogeneous K~ihler manifold admits a solvable transitive group of automorphisms, then the Fundamental Conjecture holds, and (b) (Radical Conjecture) If an effective K~ihler algebra (~, f,j, Q) contains a solvable ideal r such that ,q=r+jr+L then there exists a solvable K~ihler subalgebra ~ of g satisfying g=~+f and ~ n~=0.
This latter result is particularly important for our proof of the Fundamental Conjecture and is used frequently in this paper. Especially, it plays an essential role at the starting point of our investigation of K~ihler algebras.
We now explain our method more precisely. After some preparations in w 1, we introduce in w 2 the notion of a quasi-normal K~ihler algebra and prove that for every homogeneous K~ihler manifold M, one can find a quasi-normal K~ihler algebra (,q, f,j, O) which generates a transitive subgroup of Aut(M) (Theorem 2.1). This can be done by using the Radical Conjecture and modifications [6] . The major part of our paper is devoted to proving: Every quasi-normal K~ihler algebra (~q,f,j,o) is decomposed as ~=a+tS, where a is an abelian K/ihler ideal and b is a K~ihler subalgebra such that the homogeneous K/ihler manifold corresponding to [~ is a holomorphic fiber space over a homogeneous bounded domain and the fiber is a compact simply connected homogeneous K~ihler manifold (Theorem 2.5).
Let (g,f,j, ~9) be an effective K/ihler algebra and n the nilpotent radical of .q. Consider the subalgebra fi'=n+jn+f. By the Radical Conjecture together with [6] , we can decompose fi' as g '=a+t+] [, where a (resp. t) is a K~ihler subalgebra corresponding to a flat homogeneous K~ihler manifold (resp. to a homogeneous bounded domain). We consider the two cases where t--0 and where ta~0 separately.
In w 3 we study the first possibility. Using arguments like in Case 1 of [8] we show that if t=0 thenjrad(g) c rad(.q)+f where rad(g) denotes the radical of fi (Theorem 3.2).
Then the orthogonal complement [~ of rad(g) relative to 6) is aj-invariant subalgebra. If we further assume that g is quasi-normal, then rad(g) becomes abelian and D is semi-simple. Now the decomposition ~=rad(.q)+[~ satisfies the desired properties of Theorem 2.5. w167 4, 5 and 6 are devoted to the study of the case t4=0. In this case, we denote by e the maximal idempotent of t and let g~ denote the weight spaces of the real part of adje.
We then have g=g_ln+g0+~q~/2+gl and .q0=jg~+~, where ~ is aj-invariant subalgebra containing f (Theorem 4.4). Proofs and techniques are similar to those of [7] . In the rest of w we follow [16] in our setting and prove that adg01.q ~ is the Lie algebra of a transitive group of automorphisms of a homogeneous convex cone in .q~ (Proposition 4.8).
Next, in w we show that .q_ln+.qj/2 c rad(~) (Theorem 5.1). To do so, we first reduce to the case dim ~=1. This is an improvement over a similar reduction used in [8] . To prove that (under our assumptions) a maximal semisimple subalgebra of .q has to be contained in g0, we use a second weight space decomposition. It is determined by an element EE .% which is more convenient in the present situation than the element f0 E ~0 used in [8] .
In w we first study the structure of ~q0 in great detail under the additional assumption that .q is quasi-normal. To obtain the description of ~q0 that we need, we use the results obtained in the previous sections and in addition the knowledge of the fine structure of homogeneous cones (Theorem 6.2) which will be proven in Appendix I. complex Lie group. This last part of our proof follows an idea of [25] . In Appendix 1, as is mentioned before, we give a proof of Theorem 6.2 which describes a decomposition of a homogeneous convex cone C according to an arbitrary transitive algebraic subalgebra ~ of Lie AutC. Here we use the results of [26] on j-algebras, regarding ~ as a subalgebra of Lie AutD(C), where D(C) denotes the Siegel domain associated with the cone C.
In Appendix 2, we state and prove a result involving Levi decompositions of a Lie algebra, which is used frequently in this paper. We would expect that this result is well known; but we were unable to find a reference for it. Let fl and f be the Lie algebras of G and K respectively. Then the G-invariant
K~ihler structure induces an endomorphismj of g and a skew-symmetric bilinear from on g such that for all x, y, z E g and k E f the following conditions hold [9] .
j~cf; j2x--x(modf)
(1.1.7)
Conversely, let ,q be a Lie algebra equipped with an endomorphism j and a skewsymmetric bilinear from 0 and let f be a subalgebra of .q. Then the system (g, f,j, 0 Proof. If K is closed in G, then M(.q) is a manifold and it is straightforward to define on M(.q) a G-invariant Kiihler structure which corresponds toj and Q. Therefore it suffices to show that K is closed. Set ~=fi0)R and ~=~0)R and define an algebra structure on ~ by [[x~a,y~b] Therefore we know that (~, ~,j,-dto) is a K~ihler algebra. Let t~ be the connected and simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra ~ and consider the subgroup I~'={gEG;to(Adgx)=to(x) for all xE ~} of (~. Clearly, /~' is closed in t~ and the Lie algebra $' of/~' consists of all yE~ satisfying to(ly, x])=-d~o(y,x)=O for any xE ~.
Therefore ~'=~, whence the connected subgroup /~ of (~ corresponding to ~ is the identity component of/~'. In particular,/~ is a closed subgroup of (~. Since 0~)R is an ideal of ~, fi----~ mod (0~R) and t~ is simply connected, the canonical homomorphism from ~ onto ~ induces a homomorphism ~r of (~ onto G. The kernel t~ of ~r is the closed and connected subgroup of t~ corresponding to 00)R. Since 0~)R is contained in the center of ~, C acts trivially on M(,~)=(~//~. Hence, from G=G/C and K=I~/C it follows that G acts on M(.~) in a natural manner and that the isotropy subgroup of G at the origin/~ of M(~) is the group K. Therefore K is a closed subgroup of G proving the proposition.
From now on, we denote by M(.q) the homogeneous Kiihler manifold associated with the Kiihler algebra (~ by the proposition above. Let j' be another endomorphism of ~ satisfying jx=j'x (mod ~) for all x E g. Then (~, t,J', O) is also a K~ihler algebra and its associated homogeneous Kahler manifold is the same as one associated to (g, f,j, ~9). Such a change ofj will be called an inessential change of j.
Let g' be a subalgebra of g satisfyingj.q'c .q'+f. Hence, after an inessential change of j, we can assumejg'c fi'.Then (.q', .q' N f,j, O) is also a K~ihler algebra. We call such a subalgebra ~q' of ~ a Kiihler subalgebra. The notion of a Kiihler ideal is defined similarly.
It is easy to see that for any ideal r of 9, g'=r+jr+f is a K/ihler subalgebra of g.
1.3.
A Ki~hler derivation of a K/ihler algebra (.q, f,j, ~) is a derivation D of the Lie algebra ~q satisfying the following conditions: Df c f, Djx=jDx (mod f) for all xE ~ and Q(Dx, y)+Q(x, Dy)=0 for all x, yE ,q. Clearly, the set of all K/ihler derivations of the K/ihler algebra ,q is a Lie algebra. We will denote this Lie algebra by Der r (,q).
Let 9/ be a subalgebra of Derr(,q) and consider the sum of vector spaces ~(92)=,qG92. We introduce an algebra structure on `q(92) by
where x, yE ,q and D~,DzE 92.
It is easy to see that ,q(92) is a Lie algebra. Set f(92)=f~)92 and extend j and (~ to 8(92) by putting j92=0 and 0(,q(92), 92)=0. Then (~(92), ff92),j, Q) is also a K~ihler algebra.
Clearly, M(,q(92))=M(,q).
1.4. For a Lie algebra ,q we denote by rad(.q) the radical of ,q and by nil(,q) the nilpotent radical of ,q, i.e. nil(`q)=[.q,.q]Nrad(,q)=rad([~q, .q]). We note that for any representation r of ,q on a finite dimensional vector space V, r(x) is a nilpotent endomorphism of V for all xE nil(.q) ( Proof. Let [9 be a maximal semi-simple subalgebra of .q'. Then fo=rad(,q ') N foO[~ N foWe set I0 = (x E rad(.q');ad x has only real e igenvalues on .q}.
(1.4.1)
Then 10 is an ideal of ,q' containing nil(,q'). From the effectiveness of `q we derive 10 n f=0. Thus we can find a subspace r of rad(,q') so that rad(,q')=100)rad(,q')N f0~c. Remark. By the result above we can treat ,q' as an "effective" K~ihler algebra.
1.5. In this subsection and the following ones we recall some facts on symplectic representations.
Let W be a real vector space together with a complex structure J and skewsymmetric bilinear form Q. We say W is a symplectic space if the following conditions are satisfied ~-'2(Jw, Jw') = ff2(w, w') for w, w' E W f2(Jw, w) > 0 for w E W, w:r An endomorphism p of W is called symplectic if p satisfies f2(pw, w')+f2(w, pw')=O for w,w'EW.
The following fact is used frequently in this paper.
LEMMA ( [19] Proof. Let Sp(W) and K(W) be the connected subgroups of GL(W) corresponding to ~10(W) and ffW) respectively. The homogeneous space Sp(W)/K(W) is well known as "Siegel's upper half plane". Here the endomorphism I of 6~(W) corresponding to the invariant complex structure is given by l(g)= 89 [J, g] for g 6 ~10(W) (cf. [18] ). Let M(,q) be the homogeneous K/ihler manifold associated with ,q. From the assumptions, we obtain r(~) c t~(W) and r(jx)=--l.r(x) (mode(W)) for any x E 9. This means that z induces a holomorphic mapping of M (9) to Sp(W)/K(W). Since M(9) is biholomorphically equivalent to C N or compact, the image of M(9) must be a single point. This implies that r(9) c ~(W) holds, proving the lemma.
1.7. Let x be an element of a real Lie algebra g. Consider the endomorphism adx.
There exist pairwise commuting derivations R, ! and N of 9 such that R has only real eigenvalues, I has only imaginary eigenvalues, N is nilpotent, R and I are semi-simple and adx=R+I+N. We note that R, I and N are polynomials in adx without constant term [3] . We call R,I and N the real part, imaginary part and nilpotent part of adx respectively and write Re(adx) for R and also Im(adx) for I. We say a K/ihler algebra ~ is quasi-normal if adx has only real eigenvalues for all x E rad (9) .
We want to prove (2):
From the properties (1) it follows that the product ( , ) also defines a Lie algebra structure on ~" and that (d", 0,j, O) together with the product (,) is a K~ihler algebra.
Moreover, this new Lie algebra has the additional property 2.4. In this section we prove Theorem 2.1. Take a subgroup G satisfying (a). Let K be the isotropy subgroup of G and 3 the Lie algebra of K. Assume that rad(~)N3*0. We can find a subspace c of rad(g) so that rad(g)=nil(fi)O(rad(.q)fl3)~c. We set 9'=nil(g)0)c~)~, where t~ is a maximal semi-simple subalgebra of ~. Clearly fi=~'+3 and rad(g') fl 3=0. Therefore, by taking the subgroup corresponding to g' instead of G, we may assume rad(g)n 3=0. This implies rad(~)=rad(.q(~))N~=~(rad(~)) and we also obtain rad(~)nf(gA)= ~(rad(g) I13)=0. It is important to note that Im(ad x)=0 in ~ for all x E ~(D0 + Ra). We thus have dim 130>dim D0 where ~30 is defined for .~ as D0 is for .q in section 2.3. A repetition of this procedure will therefore yield the assertion if we are able to find a subgroup GcAut(M) which acts transitively on M and has ~ as its Lie algebra.
Assume first that M is simply connected. In this case it is straightforward to see that our assertion holds. With this all assertions in the rest of this paper hold under the additional assumption that M is simply connected. In particular the Fundamental Conjecture holds in this case. Let now M be arbitrary. Let G* and G~ be the simply connected Lie groups corresponding to .q and .q(gA) respectively. We denote by W the l-dimensional connected subgroup of G,~I generated by 9.I=RI. We then have G~i=G*W We want to show that AdkI=l for all kEK*. Since Adga=a (modnil(g)) for all gEG*, AdK*a=a follows. Therefore we have AdkoloAd k-l=l for all kEK*. This means that Ad kI-I is in the center of g. Recall that both a 0 and a I are abelian ( [6] ).
We have Let t~ be the connected subgroup of G~I generated by ~. From the above arguments it follows that G acts transitively on M. Since rad(.q) N f=0 we obtain ~ N f(Pl)cf, whence acts almost effectively on M. Therefore, after dividing by a discrete subgroup (if necessary), we can assume t~Aut(M). As mentioned before, from this the theorem follows.
2.5. From Theorem 2.1 it follows that for the study of homogeneous Kfihler manifolds we only have to know the structure of quasi-normal Kfihler algebras.
The following theorem is a fundamental result of our paper. Remark. Let K be the connected subgroup of U corresponding to 3 and consider the homogeneous K~hler manifold U/K. From (a) we also know that a connected compact semi-simple subgroup of U acts on U/K transitively. Therefore, by [I] , U/K is compact and simply connected. But then from the proof of [17; Theorem B], we know that there exists a linear form to on ~ so that (~9, L j, to) becomes a j-algebra in the sense of [18] . Therefore our decomposition fi=a+~ is a generalization of a result of [25] and [9] which is obtained under the additional assumptions that ~q is solvable and 3=0. Hence after an inessential change ofj we can assume m=n+jn. By [6] every solvable K~ihler algebra with vanishing isotropy subalgebra is decomposed into the sum of K~ihler algebras of flat type and of domain type which are orthogonal to each other.
Hence we can write m=a+t where ant=0 and Q(a,t)=0 and where a (resp. t) is a K~ihler algebra of flat type (resp. of domain type). We will consider the following two cases:
Case I: t=0 (containing the case where n=0).
Case II: t4=0. Clearly, in the first case, .q' is of flat type and in the second case ~' is not of flat type.
From the next section on, we will investigate Kiihler algebras of type Case I and of type Case II separately and prove Theorem 2.5 in both cases. Proof. Set ~= rad(g)+jrad(g)+~ and g'=nil(.q)+jnil(g)+L It is easy to see that g' is an ideal of ~ and that ~/9' is abelian. Consider the K~hler subalgebra b given by b={xE ~; Q(x, y)=0 for all y E 9'}-Then ~ is an ideal of b. Therefore, by Lemma 1.4 we can find a K~thler ideal 13 of b such that b=130~. But then ~=q'O13, [13, f]=0 and 0(g', 13)=0. Since ~/g' is abelian, we know that 13 is abelian. We may assume that 13 is j-invariant. Then 13 is a K~ihler algebra of fiat type.
Let x E 1~. Consider the action r(x) on V= .q'/~ induced from the adjoint representation. The vector space V equipped with the skew-symmetric bilinear from Q induced by Q and with the complex structure J induced by j is a symplectic space. Then r(x) is a symplectic endomorphism. From (1. 3.2. In the following five sections we will prove the theorem below. Our arguments are similar to the ones used in [8] for the corresponding (fiat) case.
THEOREM. Let (g,f,j,o) be an effective Kiihler algebra of type Case I. Then rad(fi) is a Kiihler ideal of ~ of flat type.
3.3. Let (g, f,j, Q) be an effective K/ihler algebra of type Case I and let a=n+jn where n=nil(g). As in [8] , we can choosej so that a is a K/ihler ideal of g'=n+jn+f. In fact, since g' is of fiat type, every semi-simple subalgebra of .q' is compact. Therefore we can assume that a maximal semi-simple subalgebra of .q' is a subalgebra of f. But then g'= rad(g')+f. Let V be defined as in (1.4.1). Then we can find an ad f-invariant subspace c so that rad(g')=~(~rad(g')N f~c. Then ~'= ~OcG~ and ~Gc is an ideal of g' containing n. We can assume that l~Gc is j-invariant. But then n+jn=w~c, whence n+jn is an ideal of .q'. We then have [k,jx]=j [k,x] for kEf and xEa. Set ao= [a,a] . By Proof. Let ~ be the orthogonal complement of rad(g) in ,q relative to 69. From the assumptions it follows that ~ is a K/ihler subalgebra containing L Since ~+rad(g) (mod rad(~))~ (mod ~ N rad(,q)) is semi-simple we obtain rad(~)=rad(g) N ~c~. Let ~9 be a maximal semi-simple subalgebra of 3. Then ~=rad(~)Ob. Since rad(~)cL ~ is a K~ihler subalgebra satisfying (a). Let k=kj +k 2 be an element of L where k I E rad(,q) and k2E b. Then 69(kl, rad(~))=69(k, rad(fi))=0. Therefore 69(k I, fi)=0, whence kj E L proving (b).
3.8. In this section we prove Theorem 2.5 for Case I. Let ~q be an effective quasinormal Kfihler algebra of type Case I. By Theorem 3.2, rad(~q) is a Kfihler ideal of flat type. Let ~=rad(fi)+D, be a decomposition of b as in Lemma 3.7. Since ,q is quasinormal, rad(,q)N~=0. Therefore rad(fi) is the Lie algebra of a transitive group of eluclidian transformations on M(rad(fi)). Hence adx has only imaginary eigenvalues for any xErad(g). But ~ is quasi-normal, whence adx is nilpotent and rad(g) is abelian. From rad(~q)N 3=0 we also know t~=f by Lemma 3,7. Since ~ is a semi-simple Kfihler algebra, we know from [1] (see also [21] ) that a maximal compact subalgebra u of ~9 containing ~ satisfies the properties (a) and (b) of Theorem 2.5. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.5. In the sections 4.1 to 4.4, we essentially assert that the statements 4.8 to 4.32 of [7] still hold with minor changes in our setting. (Recall that we use n=nil(,q) here.) Note that t is the Lie algebra of a Lie group which acts simply transitively on a homogeneous bounded domain. Let e be the principal idempotent of the maximal abelian ideal of t of the first kind. (For the definitions of an abelian ideal of the first kind and its principal idempotent, see [26] .) We call e the maximal idempotent of t. By [26] we have
where ta is the eigenspace of R=Re(adje) for the eigenvalue )t.
Jtl/2=tz/2, jt 0=f I and eEt I. We can use the proofs of 4.10 and 4. I 1 of [7] without change in our setting and
4.2. The following result has been stated in [7] without proof. Proof. Let M(g') denote the homogeneous K~ihler manifold associated with .q'. By [6] , the Fundamental Conjecture holds for M(g'). Thus M(.q') is a holomorphic fiber bundle over a homogeneous bounded domain whose fiber is a complex euclidian space.
Then a+f corresponds to the group that leaves the fiber invariant. x E t+f and equality holds if and only if x E f. Since (t+ f)n n = t N n, we see that t N n is an ideal of t+f which contains e. It is straightforward to show ~p(tl/2)=0 and ~P(t0n n)=0.
This together with (4.1. LEMMA. ,qX=0 if2~ {0,--+1/2, _1, -+3/2, --2}.
Proof. First note that by (4.3.2) we have p(.q~, .q')=0 if 2+{0,+1/2, 1} does not contain any of the numbers 0, +1, i.e., if 3.r where ~={0, +1/2, +1, +3/2,-2}. Since jfl'cq' this also implies Q(jgx, .q')=0. But j.qacqa+q' by 4.15 and 4.18 of [7] . Therefore even j,qac~a+f holds for 3. r J/. Hence, from (4.3.2) we obtain Q(j.qx, .%)=0 since 224=0, + 1 if 3. r .//and ,qa =0 follows.
4.4. We prove in this section that the eigenvalues 3.=-1, +3/2,-2 do not occur. First we note that rad(g) n ~=na if 3.*0. Therefore rad(g)flgx=0 if 3. r {0, +1/2,1}. (1) 9 = q_ 1/2 + ~o-~-91/2-1-q i , Remark. The choice of t in 9' is not unique. But the subalgebra t+f is uniquely determined in 9'. Lemma 4.2 shows that t I is the maximal abelian ideal of the first kind in t+f and e is its principal idempotent. As is stated in [26] , the maximal abelian ideal of the first kind is unique. Consequently, e is obtained uniquely from 9. We can easily see that Re(adje)=Re(adj'e) for any inessential change j' ofj. Indeed, as in [26] , from [e, f]=0 and (1.1.2) we derive [je, f]cf. Hence f is an ideal of the Lie algebra Rje+f. 4.5. In the following sections we will study the structure of .q0+gj somewhat closer. It turns out that also in the present setting one can proceed along the lines of [26] and [16] . Recall that we can choose j so that jgj=t o holds. The following lemma is well-known.
LEMMA ( [26] , [5] , [16] ). Proof. Since .q~+j.q~ is a solvable K/ihler algebra it is easy to see that gl+j.%+m~/2 is a solvable K/ihler algebra with vanishing isotropy subalgebra. Therefore by [6] , it is the sum of a K/ihler algebra of flat type and of a K/ihler algebra of domain type. 
A(t) = e,~('~ L':'tadje''~l/ -~' ,w]'t~(~ '~" , etadjew)+Q(etadjejx2 , etadjex2 )"
Since 
etadjejy = e-t et(adje+id) jy = e-tl'eradjr for yE ,ql"
We then have
A(t) = e-'o(je' adJexl, e' adJ~x l ) + o(je tad ~ew, e' adje W) -1-e-'o(je t adJ~x 2, e t a6j~ xz).

From this it is clear that A(t) grows like e' if it does not vanish identically. But
dA(t)/dt=o(je, e'aaje[jx, x])=0, whence A(t)
is constant. This is a contradiction, proving the lemma. In particular, we also have the decompositions a_l/2=~)a_l/2 and ~1/2--,,~.,,,.41/2. LEMMA. ,q-1/2 .ql/2 isj-inoariant.
Proof. We already KnOW Jgl/2L 9 C -q-1/2L ' + ,%/2' '. For an element x of ,q_~/2 + ,ql/2, we x E 6'. Then jx=x'+y+jz+k for some x'E % y, z E ,q, and k E L Further x'=x"+jr for some x"E 6' and rE ~lt-Since jxE e we obtain jx=x" +k, proving the lemma. .qt/2 +.q-1/2 ~rad(~(i)).
In what follows, we only consider the K~ihler algebra .q(i) for fixed i and prove (5.8.2).
To simplify the notation, we use .q,f,c, .q~/2, .q0, ~ and .q-v2 instead of .q(i), fn .q(i), c i,
~1/2 , d'+Rjci, ~', and .q-~/2 respectively. We also denote by r the radical of .q(i).
Then r=E)rz, where rz=rn .qz, 2=0, +1/2, 1. Since E is a real diagonal element of the semi-simple Lie algebra I~, adE is a semisimple endomorphism of ,q with only real eigenvalues (see, e.g. [15] ). An important property of the element EE b is proven in LEMMA. adE=O on %.
Proof. By Lemma 5.7, ads0I,q 0 has only imaginary eigenvalues. The same is true for adjcl%. Noting that jc and s o are contained in the solvable subalgebra rad(%), we obtain that also adEl% has only imaginary eigenvalues. But as mentioned above, adE has only real eigenvalues on ,q and the lemma follows.
5.11. Denote by P~ (resp. Qa) the eigenspace ofadE in r_l/2 (resp. rl/2) corresponding to the eigenvalue a. 5.13. Next we will discuss the case a=0. To do this we need a generalization of a result of Matsushima. Our proof follows the corresponding arguments of [14] in our setting.
PROPOSITION. Let (~, f,j, Q) be a Kiihler algebra and let ~ be a semi-simple ideal of ~. Denote by f: the centralizer of ~ in ~. Then ~ and ~ are Ki~hler ideals of ~ and the following equations hold.
~=f:E)~, O(f:,~)=0 and ~=~n~n~. Clearly d0 is an ideal of %. Therefore rad(~0) ~ rad(9). Hence nil(~)c~0. Consequently nil(~)crad(~0)=rad(g)', whence nil(~)cnil(g). Then nil(~)+jnil(~) is a solvable subalgebra of m=nil(g)+jnil(g). By [6] , we can decompose nil(~)+jnil(~)=a'+t', where a' (resp. t') is a K/ihler subalgebra of flat type (resp. of domain type). If t'*0, then t' contains a maximal idempotent e'. As before, we can see e' E nil(~). Recall that m0=t0+a0, t0=jg~ and that [a0, e]=0. Therefore we get e'E a0, because [e', e]=0. But then Re(adje')la=O, because a is of flat type. This is a contradiction since [je', e']=e'. Hence nil(~)+jnil(~) is of flat type and the lemma follows from Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 6.2. In order to obtain more detailed information about the structure of the subalgebra d we need some knowledge of the fine structure of homogeneous convex cones.
Let C be a (open) homogeneous convex cone in the real vector space V containing no entire line and let ~cLie Aut C be an algebraic subalgebra which generates a transitive subgroup of Aut C. The following fact will be proved in Appendix 1. This theorem is obtained in [4] and [24] for the case ~=LieAutC.
THEOREM. Let e E C and let ~ be
From (4) it follows that each ~ii is reductive and its semi-simple (9i is a simple Lie algebra. Set lli=~efl ~ii. Then
We also have ~ii=Rfi 0 ~)i and Hi is a maximal compact subalgebra of ~)i" (6.2.1)
where ~(~o) denotes the center of/~0-Recall that ~ii is the Lie algebra of the automorphism group of the irreducible self dual cone Ci. The study of selfdual cones is mostly due to Koecher and his school. cone Lie algebra isotropy center
Light cone no(n, 1)+Rid. n0(n) n=2, ~0 (2) Note that the two cases above with non-trivial center in the isotropy algebra are actually identical. From the table above we obtain immediately From this the lemma follows, because jc~*c c *~. 6.6. We are now in a position to prove Theorem 2.5 for the effective Kiihler algebra (g,f,j,Q) of type II.
We set ~=~t+j~t+~t/2+~ *t. It is clear that ~=fi+~, fin ~=0 and Q(~, ~)=0 holds.
Therefore by the theorem above, ~ is a j-invariant subalgebra. We show that the decomposition g=r satisfies the desired properties of Theorem 2. 7.4. We introduce some notation which will be used in the rest of this paper. For a Lie algebra 3, we denote by ~c the complexification of ~ and if t c ~c, we write n(~ c, t)
for the normalizer of t in ~c. We also denote by o the natural homomorphism of G into G c. It is clear that a is injective on A and that Gc=AcH c is a semi-direct product. We denote by H_ and H*_ the connected subgroups of H c corresponding to b_ and b* defined in section 7.6. By (7.6.1) (resp. Lemma 7.6), the group H*_ (resp. H_) is the identity component of the normalizer of ~* (resp. b_) in H c. Therefore both H* and H_ are closed complex subgroups of H c. This implies that ~ is an imbedding.
Next we assume that o(g) E G*. The Lie algebra ,q* of G* is given by ,q*_ = {x+V~-I jx;xE ,q}+lc.
Therefore an application of Lemma 7.5 to the homogeneous bounded domain G/L yields g E L. This shows that also q0 is an imbedding. Remarks: (l) From the proposition above it follows that the fiber bundle (M, Jt, D,F) is the restriction of the holomorphic fiber bundle (Gc/G_,~rc, Gc/G*, G*/G_). Therefore it is also a holomorphic fiber bundle. This finishes the proof of the Fundamental Conjecture.
(2) Moreover, in the above fibering the structure group can be taken to be the complex Lie group G*. Therefore, as is mentioned in [25] , this bundle is holomorphically trivial by a result of [10] AI.1. We will give here the proof of Theorem 6.2.
Recall that C is a homogeneous convex cone in a real vector space V, ~ is an algebraic Lie algebra which generates a transitive subgroup of AutC, and that ~C~e denotes the isotropy subalgebra ofF at a point eEC. Consider the sum (s~= V~. We can introduce in 65 a Lie algebra structure as follows. with the cone C and ~e is the isotropy subalgebra at the point V -I e E D(C). Let j denote an endomorphism of 65 corresponding to the complex structure of D(C) and satisfyingJ~eC~e Then (65, ~,j) is a j-algebra. It is clear that V is an abelian ideal of the first kind [26] and e is its principal idempotent. Since ~ is algebraic, we can decompose ~ as ~=~+~e, where ~: is a split solvable subalgebra [23] . Then for any fE ~, adfhas only real eigenvalues in (~3. By a suitable change of j, we can assume that jV=~ holds.
We We also note that from the description of normal j-algebras in [19] We already know that C a is a homogeneous convex cone in Vaa and (i) C a is an irreducible self dual cone.
(ii) Lie Aut (C a) is reductive, its semi-simple part is simple, its center is 1-dimensional and generated by o(jea).
We decompose ~ into the sum of root spaces of {jc I ..... jcm} ' ~=~r. Let Proof. Let ~=LieAutCa and etfi=o~(jci) for iEI~. We decompose ~ into the sum of root spaces of {f~; i E la}, ~=~)~r. Clearly, for i, k E I~ we have
We also know from [26] that if ~r@0, then F is of the form (Ai-Ak)/2 for some and that ~<n~o=(fe~a;fe~=O). Now we set ~=jV~ for a<fl and get the decomposition ~=0)~)~0. Theorem 6.2 now follows from (Al.l) to (AI.5).
Appendix 2. On maximal semi-simple subalgebras of Lie algebras
Let ~ be a Lie algebra over R or C. It is well known that there exists a maximal semisimple subalgebra b such that g=rad(,q)+b. In this Appendix 2, we shall prove the theorem below by using ideas similar to the ones used in [15] . We remark that this theorem can also be proved by using [8; Appendix] .
THEOREM. Let D be an abelian family of semi-simple derivations of a Lie algebra ,q. Then there exist a semi-simple subalgebra ~ of ,q such that ,q=rad(,q)+t~ and Dbcb.
Proof, We prove this theorem by induction on dim ,q. Let r=rad(.q) and r'=[r, r]. Assume that r'4=0. Consider ~=g/r'. Clearly rad(~)=r/r'. Since every element fED induces a derivationfof ~/r', we can apply the induction hypothesis and obtain a semisimple subalgebra ~ of ~ such that ~=rad(,q)+~ andf6c~ for anyf~D. Set ,q'=zc-I(~), where zr denotes the projection of g onto ~. Then dim .q'<dim ,q and rad(,q')=r'. By construction D~'c g'. Therefore, applying again the induction hypothesis, we can find a semi-simple subalgebra [~ which is invariant under D such that ~'=r'+D holds. But then ~=r+~ and we obtain the assertion in this case. Now assume r'=0. We consider the semi-simple Lie algebra ~=gh:. 
